AIRFLOW MEASUREMENT SOLUTIONS

INTELLIGENT DAMPER SYSTEMS

AIR-IQ2

• Designed specifically for outdoor air intakes.
• 35% narrower sleeve depth than original AIR-IQ.
• 1" radius flare improves measurement performance and minimizes pressure drop.
• Integral EBTRON GTx116-P+ thermal dispersion airflow measurement device.
• Modified log-Tchebycheff sensor placement improves measurement accuracy.
• Integral high-performance TAMCO damper.

FAN-IQ

• Ideal for fan arrays.
• Supports up to eight fans.
• Integral EBTRON GTx108-F/An thermal dispersion airflow measurement device.
• Airflow measurement device does not affect fan performance.
• Individual fan airflow measurement with fan alarm capability.
• Integral high-performance TAMCO backdraft damper.
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